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Fiscal Policy dragging Eurozone’s growth 

The Eurozone’s economy appears to be at an inflection point. But its future is based 

upon policy reforms within the central bank and within individual countries. Unlike 

other markets, where we have opinions to over and under-weight the equity markets, 

we think there is too much risk to take an outsized bet. Hence, we think it is prudent to 

continue our Neutral weight recommendation on the Eurozone. Our top ETF and Unit-

Trust recommendations are at the back of this report.   

 

The economy is poised to show some positive growth this year, supported by a 

budgetary policy that should be less restrictive than in recent years. The region has 

been volatile in past few months, but confidence surveys among consumers, investors 

and businesses have all risen beyond market expectations.  The Eurozone’s recovery 
should shift toward domestic consumption as the recovery progresses barring any 

economic shocks. Households are set to benefit from lower energy prices. Low crude 

oil prices should boost net household income by at least 0.3% in 2015. These factors 

will support a more robust pace of household spending growth this year. 

 

An increasingly supportive credit cycle should help the Eurozone’s economic recovery 
with growth in money supply accelerating and lending conditions improving on trend. 

The euro has weakened sharply in recent months since the ECB’s quantitative easing 
announcement and the Swiss National Bank’s end to its exchange rate peg. 
 

Spain, Portugal, Estonia, and Finland are having elections this year, following after the 

colorful results in Greece. We do not believe that the incumbents will remain in power. 

There is a good chance that the policy consensus will be debated, and that this will 

lead to serious political tensions between the eurozone countries like what we saw by 

the win of Syriza in Greece. 

 

The ECB’s achieving its inflation target will not be easy because other Eurozone 

policymakers are less focused on generating economic growth. So far, ECB has played a 

significant role in strengthening the institutional framework of the eurozone in recent 

years. For example, an amended Stability and Growth Pact (SGP), the introduction of 

the European semester, and the formation of the banking union should lead to more 

effectively managed Eurozone. It has also managed to stir the economy by 

implementing extraordinary loose Monetary Policy through both conventional and 

unconventional methods. However ECB’s problem is that, while it can buy time by 
intervening in the financial markets, it cannot do anything about the underlying 

structural problems in the eurozone. Only the politicians can do this.  

  

This is why it is especially disappointing that national politicians in most of the large 

member state in many respects have failed to build upon a structure to bring fiscal 

stability in the region. The economy with the best cyclical position remains to be 

Germany. The country’s government budget is in balance, its government debt is 
declining and unemployment is low and therefore ample potential for stimulating 

economic growth, for example through useful investments in physical infrastructure. 

However it does not look as though this is on the cards at the moment. Germany is 

also not making much progress on structural reforms. The relatively favorable 

developments in recent years are mainly due to the reforms made by Gerhard 

Schröder (the predecessor of Chancellor Angela Merkel). Since that time, Germany has 

shown little or no policy leadership with regard to the economy. 
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The lack of policy leadership from Germany is a significant factor in the weak 

growth generated by the eurozone. Unfortunately, Germany is not alone. 

France, Europe’s second largest economy, is not pursuing a decisively 
business-friendly policy either. Economic growth in France should mainly be 

generated by private consumption and government spending. We do not 

expect any recovery in 2015 French business investment. Unemployment is 

stagnant at over 10% and government finances are developing negatively, 

with a deficit of over 4% of GDP and government debt that is approaching 

100% of GDP.  France is also lagging far behind in regards to economic 

reforms that are desperately needed. The country features weak government 

finances, an inefficient labor market and extensive bureaucracy. Years of lack 

of reforms mean that the country now has almost no room in its fiscal budget 

to ease the painful short-term effects of structural reforms with more 

spending.  

 

Italy’s economic growth story is in the margin of error of stagnation. 
Unemployment is rising further and government finances are weak. The 

Italian budget deficit of 2.5% of GDP is below the 3% norm, but the country’s 
already excessive government debt should rise further in 2015 to around 

140% of GDP. The country has a long way to go in dealing with its problems, 

since as in France much maintenance work is well overdue. Italy also still has 

a lot of bureaucracy, a poorly functioning labor market and a relatively 

rapidly ageing population. Much needs to change, and Italian politics are so 

sluggish that everything could still go wrong. 

 

In contrast, the Spanish economy appears to be improving already as 

domestic demand is helped by declining unemployment, readily available 

financing, greater consumer confidence and lower oil prices. The nearly 4% 

fall in unemployment expected from 2013 to 2015 is also impressive. Falling 

oil prices and monetary intervention by the ECB should translate into higher 

economic growth and less deflation by pushing private consumption and 

investment further. Government finances are slowly but steadily recovering, 

but the country is not yet out of the danger zone. While the growth 

comeback in Spain has been impressive, it remains premature in our view to 

assume that a truly self-sustaining recovery has taken hold. The recent 

popularity of Podemos might hurt equity investors with increase in volatility. 

We will be issuing separate short report on Spain soon. 

 

While the more successful policymakers are encouraging private domestic 

consumption (spending and investment). Eurozone policy focus has been on 

reorganizing government finances, at the expense of domestic spending (eg, 

austerity). Eurozone remains relatively strong compared to most of the rest 

of the world. However, Eurozone’s institutional framework is incomplete. It 
still has its key weakness: the Bloc’s monetary policy (driven by troika) is not 
connected to fiscal policy, which is still determined by democratically elected 

sovereign governments.  

 

The eurozone member states, particularly the smaller ones, would be 

prudent to maintain a wide margin to their maximum deficit ceiling of 3% 

under the SGP framework. Even before the introduction of the euro, there 

were warnings that the smaller member states faced a risk that their 

economic cycles would be out of step with the European average. The ECB 

sets its monetary policy on the basis of the eurozone average, which in 

practice means that it focuses on price developments in the large member 

states. So it is very much possible that policy will not be appropriate to the 

economic development of the smaller countries. This means that the smaller 

countries need greater flexibility in their budgetary policy, while the SGP 

imposes strict budgetary norms. We also have to recognize that even 
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countries that behaved properly with respect to budgetary policy in the run-

up to the crisis like Spain and Ireland can still encounter serious problems 

due to large savings deficits building up in the private sector. 

 

Analysis on Grexit 

In Greece Syriza came out as a winner marking a watershed moment for 

Europe where the political constraints of the current austerity-led bailouts 

are becoming apparent. The Greek electorate has called time on policies that 

have led to severe economic hardship while delivering little in terms of 

reform. It is far too early to say what the outcome of the negotiation process 

might be between the Greeks and the Troika. The next few months represent 

a difficult time, with northern European governments making few 

concessions, while Syriza will demand changes to the existing arrangements.  

 

We believe a Greek exit (Grexit) is a scenario that all parties want to avoid. It 

would be economically disastrous for the Greeks, might cause cascading 

crises of confidence in some of the Eurozone’s weaker economies, and would 
probably cause a shock to global economy. However, this should be 

considered a lower probability scenario. However, failure to reach a mutual 

agreement cannot be ruled out.  

 

Grexit – We think that Grexit is unlikely. But assuming Grexit happens, there 

could be some serious implications to that. Mostly the negative 

consequences would be to Greece itself that will be secluded from further 

funding by the ECB, EU or IMF. Even if Syriza were to provoke such an 

outcome in the coming months, we would expect strong financial stress in 

the form of a bank run and another round of new elections before an exit 

could happen. You would see very high inflation, a collapsing drachma, and 

significant loss in real household earnings.  

 

For Europe, even without a complete breakdown of the euro, a Greek exit 

will leave the ECB holding billions of dollars of Greek debt and few options. 

The euro could face devaluation and leave Eurozone countries vulnerable to 

masses of investors retreating to safer shores. The fragile Eurozone has 

already been facing declining consumer prices and news of a Greek exit could 

lead international investors to liquidate their European assets. The scenario 

could create a cash-flow problem and deflationary spiral thereafter. 

Furthermore, if Greece exits the Eurozone, investors will begin to view the 

weaker European economies – Cyprus, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, and possibly 

Italy – as risks. European countries will be forced to pay more to borrow 

money, and their equities might become tainted. Nevertheless, long-term 

view is that Eurozone might be better off without the embattled 

Mediterranean nation dragging it further into debt. Feeding more to a flawed 

system of governance only exacerbates the final cost. 

 

The European Union accounts for about one-fifth of global trade. As the 

fallout from the crisis spreads from Greece to the EU, chances are that it 

would not stop there. A slowdown in Europe could lead to further shocks to 

the world energy market and damage to global exports. While the world 

economy and the American economic engine, in particular, are stronger than 

they were during the last Greek crisis in 2012, we fear that with interest rates 

near zero, the global economy may not be strong enough to weather a Greek 

exit and full-blown European crisis. 
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Conclusion 

After a long and, especially in southern Europe, a deep recession, the 

eurozone economy is showing signs of recovery. In our base scenario, 

economic growth will continue in 2015. But it will take a long time before the 

damage caused by the crisis is repaired. The effects of the recession will be 

felt for a long time in the labor market, especially in the southern member 

states. Europe therefore needs a strong boost to spending in combination 

with structural reforms in the lagging countries in order to get growth back 

on track. An immediate reduction in the taxation of labor, combined with a 

subsequent and gradual increase in VAT, could boost consumption and 

introduce new expectations for inflation. 

 

There are several risks to the recovery. Inflation is too low and is eerily close 

to deflation, a phenomenon that the ECB can do little to prevent. Poor policy 

decisions, especially in France and Italy, is undermining these countries’ 
growth potential and forms a threat to stability in the European financial 

markets. On top ECB is almost running out of ammunitions now. Despite the 

application of numerous unconventional measures, the ECB is not succeeding 

in achieving its inflation target of around 2%. The ECB’s deposit facility now 
pays a negative rate of interest. The special stimulation programs (LTRO and 

TLTRO) have not yet had the full desired effect on bank lending. And the real 

impact of Quantitative Easing is yet to be seen. What the eurozone needs is a 

strong boost to spending in combination with monetary funding. Only then 

will the newly created money actually appear in the real economy in the 

form of real spending. 

 

But 2015 should see several headwinds turn to tailwinds — including the 

lagged effect of a weakening euro, easing fiscal austerity and more certainty 

in the banking sector. These factors, together with sharply lower oil prices, 

will support a strengthening Eurozone recovery. 

 

 

Investment Actions 

Unit Trusts  

 Templeton - European  

 Schroder - European Equity Alpha 

 Schroder - ISF European Smaller Companies  

ETFs  

 DBX Tracker MSCI Europe - IH3 

 VGK Vanguard European Stock Index 
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The information and any analysis, forecasts, projections, expectations and opinions (collectively, the “Research”) contained in this report has been obtained 
from public sources which Phillip Securities Research believes to be reliable. However, Phillip Securities Research does not make any representation or 
warranty, express or implied that such information or Research is accurate, complete or appropriate or should be relied upon as such. Any such information 
or Research contained in this report is subject to change, and Phillip Securities Research shall not have any responsibility to maintain or update the 
information or Research made available or to supply any corrections, updates or releases in connection therewith.  
 

Any opinions, forecasts, assumptions, estimates, valuations and prices contained in this report are as of the date indicated and are subject to change at any 
time without prior notice.  
 

Past performance of any product referred to in this report is not indicative of future results.  
 

This report does not constitute, and should not be used as a substitute for, tax, legal or investment advice. This report should not be relied upon exclusively 
or as authoritative, without further being subject to the recipient’s own independent verification and exercise of judgment. The fact that this report has been 
made available constitutes neither a recommendation to enter into a particular transaction, nor a representation that any product described in this report is 
suitable or appropriate for the recipient. Recipients should be aware that many of the products, which may be described in this report involve significant 
risks and may not be suitable for all investors, and that any decision to enter into transactions involving such products should not be made, unless all such 
risks are understood and an independent determination has been made that such transactions would be appropriate. Any discussion of the risks contained 
herein with respect to any product should not be considered to be a disclosure of all risks or a complete discussion of such risks.  
 

Nothing in this report shall be construed to be an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any product. Any decision to purchase any product 
mentioned in this report should take into account existing public information, including any registered prospectus in respect of such product.  
 

Phillip Securities Research, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Securities Research, including but not limited to its officers, directors, 
employees or persons involved in the issuance of this report, may provide an array of financial services to a large number of corporations in Singapore and 
worldwide, including but not limited to commercial / investment banking activities (including sponsorship, financial advisory or underwriting activities), 
brokerage or securities trading activities. Phillip Securities Research, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Securities Research, including but 
not limited to its officers, directors, employees or persons involved in the issuance of this report, may have participated in or invested in transactions with the 
issuer(s) of the securities mentioned in this report, and may have performed services for or solicited business from such issuers. Additionally, Phillip 
Securities Research, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Securities Research, including but not limited to its officers, directors, employees or 
persons involved in the issuance of this report, may have provided advice or investment services to such companies and investments or related 
investments, as may be mentioned in this report.  
 

Phillip Securities Research or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Securities Research, including but not limited to its officers, directors, 
employees or persons involved in the issuance of this report may, from time to time maintain a long or short position in securities referred to herein, or in 
related futures or options, purchase or sell, make a market in, or engage in any other transaction involving such securities, and earn brokerage or other 
compensation in respect of the foregoing. Investments will be denominated in various currencies including US dollars and Euro and thus will be subject to 
any fluctuation in exchange rates between US dollars and Euro or foreign currencies and the currency of your own jurisdiction. Such fluctuations may have 
an adverse effect on the value, price or income return of the investment.  
 

To the extent permitted by law, Phillip Securities Research, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Securities Research, including but not limited 
to its officers, directors, employees or persons involved in the issuance of this report, may at any time engage in any of the above activities as set out above 
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